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L
olita Delgado Fansler,
President of the
Mangyan Heritage
Center, spoke about
the Mangyans of
Mindoro at our
monthly May meeting.

Ms. Fansler is a published author, has
traveled extensively, and has been
involved in foundation work since
1969. We learned a great deal about
these indigenous people, many of
whom have retained their pre-Hispanic
writing systems and have been carving
poetry on bamboo for centuries.

The Mangyan Heritage Center is a
private, non profit organization in
Mindoro co-founded in 2000 by a
Dutch researcher, a German Mission-
ary and a Fil-American volunteer, the
son of Ms. Fansler. It is a library,
research, and education center
advocating the preservation and
collection of Mangyan documents. It
promotes Mangyan culture through
lectures, traveling exhibits, festivals,
research and publications. The
Calapan, Mindoro-based center has
over 5,000 books, journals, studies,
news clippings on the Mangyans, a
collection of over 20,000 Mangyan
poems, and over 10,000 photographs
dating from the 1900’s.

Ms. Fansler began the evening by
comparing the 110 indigenous people’s

May MWF Meeting  n  When: Monday, 2010 June 21, 6:30 p.m. Where: Jo Weston Édes’ home, 5 Kawayan Road, North
Forbes Park, Makati. What: The Myers-Briggs® (MBTI®) assessment is a powerfully versatile solution that has helped
millions of people around the world better understand themselves and how they interact with others. Please join speaker
Anna McKay for an opportunity to learn about yourself and others through MBTI. Anna will send a list of questions
through the listserve that participants should answer and send to her prior to the meeting. Bring: Something to share
for the potluck dinner. August Meeting: Monday, 2010 August 16.

Philippine Halo-Halo:
The Mangyans of Mindoro

By Nancy Turner

groups in the Philippines to halo-halo,
a dessert containing lots of different
ingredients mixed together. Twelve
million of the 370 million indigenous
peoples in the world live in the
Philippines, where they represent 13%
of the population. The 100,000
Mangyans comprise 10% of the
population living in Oriental and

Occidental Mindoro. Even though the
Mangyans live on one island, they are
divided into eight ethno-ethnic
linguistic groups with their respective
languages, literature, clothing,
customs and traditions . . . even the
Mangyans are halo-halo!

Their clothing and accessories are

Bangon, one of the ethno-ethnic linguistic groups of Mangyan in Mindoro
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Indigenous people: Who are they?
Says who? What are their rights
when it comes to their signs and

symbols, their
designs, their songs,

and their stories?

Indigenous
Peoples

“Historically, indigenous peoples
have suffered from definitions
imposed by others.”

In 1972 the United Nations Working
Group on Indigenous Populations
(WGIP) accepted as a preliminary
definition a formulation put forward
by Mr. José Martínez Cobo, Special
Rapporteur on Discrimination against
Indigenous Populations:

Indigenous populations are
composed of the existing descen-
dants of the peoples who inhabited
the present territory of a country
wholly or partially at the time when
persons of a different culture or
ethnic origin arrived there from other
parts of the world, overcame them, by
conquest, settlement or other means,
reduced them to a non-dominant or
colonial condition; who today live
more in conformity with their particu-
lar social, economic and cultural
customs and traditions than with the
institutions of the country of which
they now form part, under a state
structure which incorporates mainly
national, social and cultural charac-
teristics of other segments of the
population which are predominant.

This definition has some limitations
which were subsequently noted by
the organization. The definition
applies mainly to pre-colonial
populations, and would likely exclude
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Indigenous intellectual property
Indigenous intellectual property is

an umbrella legal term used in national
and international forums to identify
indigenous peoples’ special rights to
claim (from within their own laws) all
that their indigenous groups know
now, have known, or will know.

It is a concept that has developed
out of a predominantly western legal
tradition, and has most recently been
promoted by the World Intellectual
Property Organisation, as part of a
more general United Nations push to
see the diverse wealth of this world’s
indigenous, intangible cultural heritage
better valued and better protected
against probable, ongoing misappro-
priation and misuse.

Lego’s Bionicle
One example of indigenous peoples

defending their intellectual property is
the case of Lego’s Bionicle. In 2001 a
dispute concerning the popular LEGO
toy-line “Bionicle” arose between
Danish toymaker Lego Group and
several Ma-ori tribal groups (fronted
by lawyer Maui Solomon) and
members of the on-line discussion
forum (Aotearoa Cafe).

The Bionicle product line allegedly
used many words appropriated from
Ma-ori language, imagery and folklore.
The dispute ended in an amicable
settlement when Lego eventually
agreed that it had taken the names
from Ma-ori and agreed to change
certain names or spellings to help set
the toy-line apart from the Ma-ori.

boundaries, who retain some or all of
their own social, economic, cultural
and political institutions, but who may
have been displaced from their
traditional domains or who may have
resettled outside their ancestral
domains.

___________________________

Source: Articles from Wikipedia

other isolated or marginal societies.
In 1983 the WGIP enlarged this

definition to include the following
criteria: (a) they are the descendants of
groups, which were in the territory at
the time when other groups of different
cultures or ethnic origin arrived there;
(b) precisely because of their isolation
from other segments of the country’s
population they have almost preserved
intact the customs and traditions of
their ancestors which are similar to
those characterised as indigenous; (c)
they are, even if only formally, placed
under a state structure which incorpo-
rates national, social and cultural
characteristics alien to their own.

Self-defined and accepted. In 1986 it
was further added that any individual
who identified himself or herself as
indigenous and was accepted by the
group or the community as one of its
members was to be regarded as an
indigenous person.

Defined by others. The draft
Declaration on the Rights of Indig-
enous Peoples prepared by the DWIG
does not provide a specific definition
of indigenous peoples or populations.
According to the Chairperson, Ms.
Erica Irene Daes, Rapporteur of the
Working Group, this was because
“historically, indigenous peoples have
suffered, from definitions imposed by
others”.

Philippine Definition
Indigenous Peoples of the Philip-

pines (Tagalog: Katutubong Tao sa
Pilipinas; Cebuano: Lumad or
Tumandok; Ilocano: Umili a Tattao iti
Filipinas) refers to a group of people
or homogenous societies, identified by
self-ascription and ascription by
others, who have continuously lived
as an organized community on
communally bounded and defined
territory, and who have, under claims
of ownership since time immemorial,
occupied, possessed and used such
territories, sharing common bonds of
language, customs, traditions and
other distinctive cultural traits, or who
have, through inroads of colonization,
non-indigenous religions, and
cultures, become historically differenti-
ated from the majority of Filipinos.

The indigenous peoples also include
peoples who are regarded as indig-
enous based on their descent from the
populations which inhabited the
country at the time of inroads of non-
indigenous religions and cultures or
the establishment of present state

Indigenous symbols, designs,
songs, plants, and stories

Indigenous peoples have also
shown concern for the misappropria-
tion and misuse of their “intangible”
knowledge and cultural heritage.

Indigenous peoples and local
communities have resisted, among
other things: the use of traditional
symbols and designs as mascots,
derivative arts and crafts; the use or
modification of traditional songs; the
patenting of traditional uses of
medicinal plants; and the copyrighting
and distribution of traditional stories.
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quite unique. A married Alangan
woman’s traditional attire is an outfit
made from tree-bark, palm leaves,
forest vines, and rattan. Her breast
cover is called ulango and is made
from wild palm which has been
softened using heat and then sun-
dried. It is then held in place by a few
stitches of forest vine. Her skirt, yakis,
is made of thin rattan around which

vine is braided, submerged in mud for
5 days, rinsed, and air-dried. This
garment takes about six months to
make and 2 hours to wind around the
waist and thighs. It is not a surprise to
learn then that they bathe and sleep in
it and rarely remove it during its one-
year lifespan! Another Mangyan
group—the Irayas—used to wear
dresses made purely of tree-bark, but
today most of these women wear an

off-shoulder shift of white cotton
cloth.

The Hanunuo Mangyan women
traditionally grew and spun cotton to
produce thread for their weaving of
clothing and blankets. Unfortunately,
it’s easier to buy thread in the market
today, though these women still weave
on a back strap loom. It is said they
weave a little of themselves into the

(Continued on page 4)

(Philippine... From page 1)

Ethnographic Map of Mindoro

Alangan

Iraya Tadyawan

Buhid

HanunuoBangon

Taubuid
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MWF Newsletter
c/o Lisa Lumbao
26-B Casa Real Townhouse
Real St., Urdaneta Village
Makati City 1225

Manila Women’s Forum

Manila Women’s Forum (MWF) is a
cross-cultural network for women. It
provides opportunities to build friend-
ships, talk to women of various cultures,
and share information about resources.
Our meetings are intended to provide
intellectual stimulation and lead to
personal and professional development.
All women are welcome to join.
     The current officers are: Amy
Alexander, Message Board. Julia Holz,

Treasurer, Membership and Programs.
Lisa Lumbao, Chair. Junie Navarro,
Message Board. Lisa Stuart, Message
Board Moderator. Beaulah P. Taguiwalo,

Newsletter, Website.
    Cost of membership is P300 per year.
Members receive a copy of the current
mailing list in addition to the newsletter,
which is also sent to non-members. A
contribution is collected at each monthly
meeting: P20 for members, and P50 for
non-members. For more information about
MWF, please contact Lisa Lumbao at Tel.
813-0168, or at lumbao@mozcom.com.

Visit our website – a work in progress
www.geocities.com/manilawomensforum

(Philippine... From page 3)
fabric while creating intricate patterns.
They traditionally wear the ramit they
weave as skirts or as blankets for
carrying children. The blankets are
made of 100% homespun cotton and
are difficult to find. Their traditional
shirts are embroidered with a cross-like
design called pakudos, taking over a
week to finish because it is done by
hand. Accessories used to be made of
tigbi seeds and palm leaves, but today
plastic beads are often used because
they are colorful and easy to buy.
Since the bags with the pakudos
design are so finely woven, it takes at
least three days to weave a medium-
sized bag.

The Mangyans continue to enrich
Philippine culture through their script.
Four old Filipino scripts are still alive
because the people avoided contact
with foreign colonizers and fled to the
mountains. The Hanunuo and Buhid
Mangyans from Mindoro, and the
Tagbanua and Palawan-on from
Palawan still continue to use their early
syllabic writing systems which have
been declared National Cultural
Treasures and are inscribed in the
Memory of the World Registers of
UNESCO.

Another reason why the Buhid and
Hanunuo Mangyans were able to keep
alive their writing system is because
they compose and write poetry and
used them for courtship. An ambahan
has seven-syllable lines and is chanted
without musical accompaniment. The
urukay of the Hanunuo has eight
syllable lines and is sung with musical
accompaniment. The Mangyans

inscribe their poems on bamboo slats
or live bamboo plants in the forest for
the next passerby to read. If the
Japanese have their haiku, the
Filipinos have their ambahan and
urukay. The Mangyan Heritage Center
has over 20,000 Hanunuo and Buhid
Mangyan poems referring to birth,
childhood, love, marriage, work, and
death. Over two hundred have been
translated into English and Filipino,
and is currently being translated into
Spanish by the Spanish Ambassador’s
wife.

The main source of livelihood for the
eight Mangyan groups is upland or
swidden farming.  The main threat to
their way of life is still the destruction
of the forests by logging and mining.
The Mangyans, like all indigenous
peoples in the world, have common
experiences: they lose their land,
livelihood, identity, and religion. We’re
lucky that in the Philippines many of
the 110 indigenous peoples groups
have retained much of their culture,
but this is becoming more and more
difficult.

Modern day culture around the
world is guilty of the disappearance of
many traditional cultures.  So one of
the goals of the Heritage Center is to
promote appreciation and deeper
understanding among the Mangyan
youth and keep alive their rich
heritage. They conduct culture training
workshops inviting elders to teach the
youth their traditions. Their goal is for
the youth to be proud of being
Mangyans.

The evening concluded with a
Mangyan poem . . . this ambahan

expresses what we need to keep alive
for our children’s grandchildren:

You once were passing this way
it’s not long since you’ve been here
Your footprints are still around

For more information, go to
www.mangyan.org. The heritage center
sells crafts in a new cafe on the ground
floor of the Ramon Magsaysay
Building on Roxas Boulevard.


